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qv breaks out the bible into numbered verses and provides a verse number for each hit in the results pane. while this is a
useful feature, it doesnt show you the verse count, and you cant easily change the verse context. it also doesn't make it
easy to see what verse the hit covers. this program has a beautiful look and feel. i also like that it includes features like
verse numbers, or synchronizing windows side-by-side. it has a few other nice features, too. you can set the verse count
to number the verses in the verse panel, in the results panel, and in the verse panel of the notes. all three settings will
apply to all three panes. you can also change the font size used in the panel. this is a great feature, and im glad they

included it. you can also set the background color for each panel. my only complaint is that the verse number should be in
the results pane, rather than the verse panel. qv has some nice features, but i wish the verse panel had more of a
cohesive look, and made it easier to access the verse number, the full text, and the verse. i also wish it had a more

consistent feel to it. perhaps a change in panel height or font size would help. qv is a good verse search program. ive used
it to search all of my bibles. i like its ease of use, and the nice high contrast look and feel. there are some features that

arent quite as useful, and some shortcomings that make it less attractive than some of the other verse search programs
available. the first of the shortcomings is that it doesnt show you verse number in the verse panel. i really like being able
to look at the verse number of a hit in the results pane, and click on it to open the verse in the panel, and to also see the

verse number in the panel. all of this is done without leaving the results pane.
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qv can be used as a stand-alone app or as an extension to the bible navigator. it also can be used to annotate multiple
versions of a bible verse, so if your favorite verse is in more than one version, you can annotate it in more than one qv.

thats right, you dont have to open each version of the bible you want to annotate, you can just open the bible navigator,
and start annotating verses in all the versions in your system. a "document level" qv allows you to keep the bible in its

own "document," but qv will still load into the applet area when you are inside the bible navigator, and you can still
browse through the bible versions to select the one you want to annotate. however, if you want to add a "document level"
to your current bible navigator, you must load a separate qv applet for the bible you want to annotate. also, if you want to
switch between the bible and your current bible navigator bible, you must close qv for the current bible, then reopen it for
the new bible. the bible navigator is a stand-alone app, which uses the same bible translations as qv. i find the format and
navigation of the bible navigator a lot easier than the qv user interface, and its layout more intuitive. the bible navigator

also includes a built-in database of bible verse citations, which can be searched by verse context, book name, author, and
other database fields. the bible navigator also has built-in context-sensitive hyperlinks, and also allows you to create

bookmarkable links within the bible text. annotation tools in the bible navigator include basic annotation tools, but also
allow for in-line hyperlinks to other bible versions, as well as the ability to edit annotated verses in word or other

programs. 5ec8ef588b
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